British Pedal Car Championship
2018 Revised Number Plate Requirements
(To be read in conjunction with International Pedal Car Specification rule 11).
Each car must have number plates visible from front, rear and both sides.
All plates can either use the trial format of BLACK background, white numbers and class strip, or the old
format class coloured backround with white numbers. For 2019 subject to AGM approval we will revert back
to coloured background plates as used pre 2018.
The background/plate can be any shape provided you meet the minimum height/width for the numbers which
is height of numbers is 150mm and minimum width of stroke of each number 25mm
Pre 2018 Old Format and 2019 on
Each car must have all number plates coloured to aid class identification as follows:

PC1: BLACK background with WHITE NUMBERS
PC2: RED background with WHITE numbers
PC3: GREEN background with WHITE numbers

Trial Format – 2018 only
All plates are BLACK background with WHITE NUMBERS
The background/plate can be any shape provided you meet the minimum height/width for the numbers which
is height of numbers is 150mm and minimum width of stroke of each number 25mm
Aoloured strip 200mm wide x 20mm high is to be placed
immediately below the number. The strip will be coloured
to identify the class the car is racing.
Examples are shown at right
Black Strip
Red Strip
Green Strip
Blue Strip

PC1 Open class
PC2 Under 16
PC3 Under 14
PC4 Under 12

Where available a class sticker
(similar to below) should also
be displayed so it is visible
from both sides.
These will be available from
Scrutineer or Race Control.

In addition, the following markings are required for PC0, PCD and PCF teams:
PC0: A black capital Z, 75mm high and wide on a white square sized 100mm x 100mm
PCD: A black capital D, 75mm high and wide on a white square sized 100mm x 100mm
PCF: A black capital F, 75mm high and wide on a white square sized 100mm x 100mm
For any team having a new or “Rookie” driver
A black capital X, 75mm high and wide on a yellow square sized 100mm x 100mm
It is up to the team to ensure that they have the correct number, in the correct colours, and any additional class
markings required, on the car for scrutineering and throughout each race.
For example, a PC4 team displaying PC3 number plate colours will be ineligible for PC4 points and positions;
likewise a solo driver in a car without PC0 indicators will not score PC0 points.

